
INVESTING IN THE BRAND IS
GOOD FOR THE BOTTOM LINE



THE ASK
Find examples and numerical proof that investing in the following brand strategies led to financial gain.
● Rediscovering and capitalizing on brand heritage
● Developing an overarching cultural idea tied to the brand
● Using technology to unify core consumers

 



Rediscovered Heritage



MINI COOPER’S ELECTRIC CLASSIC
● Created an electric version of the classic Mini model. Had the 

historic look of a Mini Cooper with modern technology such as 
smart phone compatibility, a mounted display and an electric 
motor (BMV Group).

The Bottom Line 
● In 2001, the first year of the MINI’s re-release, nearly 40,000 

MINIs were sold worldwide. By 2015, this number had risen to 
nearly 340,000, with more than 63,000 sold to customers in 
the UK – the highest since the brand’s relaunch (BMW Group).

● In comparison, when another heritage brand—Volkswagen 
—redesigned its classic Beetle in 2011 for the first time since its 
creation, customers were off put, the model  flopped and the 
Beetle hasn’t been able to recover. Beetle sales went from 16,500 
units to 1,000 units and back up to 29,000 units in 2010, 2011 and 
2012 respectively (GoodCarBadCar). The dip most likely resulted 
from shifting away from its heritage in 2011.

 

https://www.press.bmwgroup.com/global/article/detail/T0279464EN/a-look-back-into-the-future:-the-classic-mini-electric?language=en
https://www.press.bmwgroup.com/united-kingdom/article/detail/T0259491EN_GB/mini-plant-oxford-celebrates-15-years-of-mini-production?language=en_GB
http://www.goodcarbadcar.net/2011/01/volkswagen-beetle-sales-figures/


BURBERRY’S BRITISH ROOTS
● In the early 2000s, Burberry was considered gang wear and was 

banned for bars/clubs in London (Business Insider).
● Christopher Bailey, Burberry's creative director, overhauled the 

brand with a mix of modern and classic looks that included a sexier 
trench coat and swimwear (Business Insider). Burberry embraced 
social media, mobile browsing, live streaming of fashion shows 
and digital engagement with consumers. It moved aggressively 
into the digital space at a time when many design houses saw 
elaborate websites as liabilities (ECHO).

● Embraced their British roots and classic design, but infused it with 
an online presence and a culture of innovation. 

The Bottom Line 
● Sales rose 27% to $747M in 2012 following the rebrand (Market 

Oracle) (Business Insider).
● The luxury goods market grew only 1-2% in 2014, while 

Burberry’s revenue was up 11% (DigiDay)

↓ Consumers share pics of their coats

↑ Online live stream fashion show

http://www.businessinsider.com/10-most-successful-rebranding-campaigns-2011-2#jcrews-sales-were-plummeting-now-michelle-obama-is-an-endorser-1
http://www.businessinsider.com/10-most-successful-rebranding-campaigns-2011-2#jcrews-sales-were-plummeting-now-michelle-obama-is-an-endorser-1
http://www.echostories.com/rebranding-burberry-case-study/
http://www.marketoracle.co.uk/Article25732.html
http://www.marketoracle.co.uk/Article25732.html
http://www.businessinsider.com/10-most-successful-rebranding-campaigns-2011-2#burberry-was-considered-gangwear-now-its-worn-by-emma-watson-and-kate-moss-2
https://digiday.com/marketing/burberry-became-top-digital-luxury-brand/
https://www.businesstoday.in/magazine/lbs-case-study/burberry-social-media-initiative/story/191422.html


CARHARTT’S CLASSIC CONSUMER
● Embraced the hipster street scene with Carhartt WIP,  but 

focused on the quality with original Carhartt so they could evolve 
with trends without alienating their long-time customers.

● From the off set Carhartt WIP caught onto how investing in art and 
music cultural movements could promote their clothing to a specific 
following. Combining their endorsement of the scene and 
Hamilton’s original pursuit for high quality, durable clothing, 
Carhartt WIP have come to the forefront of street and work wear 
(The Idle Man).

The Bottom Line 
● Hipsters seem to like what it stands for and that they can't find our 

clothes at mass-market retailers. But Carhartt doesn’t intentionally 
seek them out. With $600M in revenue, Carhartt has to keep close to 
its core consumers–carpenters, electricians and tradesmen 
(AdWeek).

● Carhartt received an increase of 5% in revenue in just 2 years 
after the launch of WIP. 

↑ Carhartt WIP Ad

↓ Original Carhartt Ad

https://theidleman.com/manual/arrivals/brands/history-carhartt-wip/
https://www.adweek.com/brand-marketing/how-carhartt-found-its-groove-fixers-and-hipsters-160997/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFOp8JFZsb4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OZUAjxKUOMI


LEVI’S OLD FASHIONED INNOVATIONS
● Relied on nostalgia and brand equity alone in the early 2000s 

without focusing on innovation and lost its brand identity (Morning 
Consult).

● Started targeting hipsters with popular music artists after 2007. 
Released an update on its classic 501s, called the 501 CT. Released an Eco 
Jean that was made out of 100% organic cotton and started a 
sustainability initiative. Focused more on women, younger consumers, 
fit and added stretch. Using lasers now to make the jeans look worn so 
they’re less expensive. Launched virtual stylists.

The Bottom Line 
● Annual sales peaked in 1997 at $7.1B, but it stopped innovating, went out 

of style and by the early 2000s sales had fallen to $4B (BBC).
● After a shaky decade, Levis started renovating products in 2007, ran 

the “Live Unbuttoned” campaign targeted at youth  and saw income 
increase 9% from 2006. Net income improved by 93% (2007 Annual 
Report).

● Sales were $4.9B in 2017 (2017 Annual Report).

https://morningconsult.com/2018/05/02/rebuilding-levis-brand/
https://morningconsult.com/2018/05/02/rebuilding-levis-brand/
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-40945709
http://www.levistrauss.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/2007-Annual-Report.pdf
http://www.levistrauss.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/2007-Annual-Report.pdf
http://levistrauss.com/investors/annual-reports/2017-annual-report/
https://morningconsult.com/2018/05/02/rebuilding-levis-brand/
http://levistrauss.com/investors/annual-reports/2017-annual-report/


L.L. BEAN’S SIGNATURE COLLECTION
● All shoes are still handmade in the USA with American materials 

(Atlantic).
● In March 2010, L.L.Bean launched L.L.Bean Signature, a new apparel 

and accessories collection featuring archived items inspired by the 
company’s nearly 100-year heritage (2011 Fact Sheet).

● Evolved from being a catalog and phone business to an  eCommerce 
business (Inc)

The Bottom Line 
● Signature collection exceeded sales target, but L.L. Bean is privately held 

so they don’t share sales data (Press Herald). In 2010, there was a net 
sales increase of 2.86% ($1.4B to $1.44B) (2011 Fact Sheet).

● 2009 total sales for Bean were $1.4B, down from 2008. But, as a result of 
the 2010 sales upturn, Bean doled out a 3% cash bonus to 5,000 of its 
employees (Digital Commerce).

● Had record net sales of $1.56B in fiscal year 2013 and now plans to invest 
$100M in technology, an expansion of its Signature line (BDN).

https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/10/llbean-duck-boot-labor-shoes-maine/410863/
https://www.llbean.com/customerService/aboutLLBean/images/110531_LLB-Fact-Sheet.pdf
https://www.inc.com/jonathan-lacoste/how-l-l-bean-nailed-the-transition-from-phone-amp-catalog-business-to-ecommerce.html
https://www.pressherald.com/2010/12/17/l_l_-bean-has-a-hit-in-signature-collection_2010-12-17/
https://www.llbean.com/customerService/aboutLLBean/images/110531_LLB-Fact-Sheet.pdf
https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2010/03/17/e-commerce-overtook-catalog-sales-for-the-first-time-at-l-l-bea/
https://bangordailynews.com/2014/03/07/business/l-l-bean-posts-record-profits-plans-biggest-expansion-in-company-history/


LEGO: ALL ABOUT THE BRICK
● Were making too many types of toys with too many parts and had fired all 

the people that knew the brands roots and replaced them with young 
innovators. Almost went bankrupt so they streamlined their products back 
to their roots—the brick (Business Insider).

● After consolidation, they put creative control into the hands of hardcore fans of 
the brand (via Reddit) rather than designers (Business Insider).

● “Lego does offer a textbook example of how to recapture heritage in a way 
that is totally modern, relevant and future ready.” It understood and captured 
what was enduringly truthful about Lego—its ability to fire childhood 
imagination. “That will never change. It's a fundamental part of the human 
experience and cannot be argued with” (AdAge).

The Bottom Line 
● Over a century after it was founded, Lego still successfully competes with 

modern toys and saw profits rise to $869m in 2014 (The Guardian).
● Lego sold 62B Lego elements in 2014, buoyed by a successful entrance into 

cinema with The Lego Movie (The Guardian). Dolls, mechanical robots and 
action figure (The Guardian)

WEAKER EXAMPLE

http://www.businessinsider.com/how-lego-made-a-huge-turnaround-2014-2
http://www.businessinsider.com/how-lego-made-a-huge-turnaround-2014-2
http://adage.com/article/agency-viewpoint/brand-heritage/300726/
https://www.theguardian.com/small-business-network/2015/jul/23/five-successful-rebrands-why-worked
https://www.theguardian.com/small-business-network/2015/jul/23/five-successful-rebrands-why-worked
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/legos-worst-failures-2014-2
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/legos-worst-failures-2014-2


MCDONALD’S: ALL ABOUT THE BURGER
● After losing 500M orders in five years to other fast food 

chains, McDonald’s refocused on the product that made it the 
world’s most well-known fast food brand—the burger (Wall 
Street Journal).

● Not clowns. Not convenience. Burgers.
● Focus on the needs of the core consumer.
● McDonald's is committed to becoming a "modern and 

progressive burger company" (CNBC) with digital ordering 
(kiosks), curbside pickup, renovated interiors and UberEats 
delivery.

● "We don't need to be a different McDonald's, but a better 
McDonald's” said McDonald's senior vice president of corporate 
strategy and business development (Wall Street Journal).

The Bottom Line 
● Systemwide sales increased 7% in constant currencies in 2018 

(News Release) following this shift in focus from serving 
everyone to serving its core customers. 

2018 Introductions

WEAKER EXAMPLE

https://www.wsj.com/articles/mcdonalds-to-expand-mobile-delivery-as-it-plots-future-1488390702?mg=id-wsj
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mcdonalds-to-expand-mobile-delivery-as-it-plots-future-1488390702?mg=id-wsj
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/03/01/4-ways-mcdonalds-is-about-to-change.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mcdonalds-to-expand-mobile-delivery-as-it-plots-future-1488390702?mg=id-wsj
http://news.mcdonalds.com/news-releases/news-release-details/mcdonalds-reports-first-quarter-2018-results


Transcendent Cultural Idea



CHIPOTLE = INTEGRITY
● In 2013, Chipotle instituted a no-GMO policy for its 

ingredients (becoming the first national restaurant chain 
to voluntarily disclose the presence of GMOs in its food) 
(Fast Company).

The Bottom Line 
● Despite higher food costs that caused Chipotle to raise its 

prices in 2014, same-store sales grew by 16.8%, store 
margins rose to 27.2% and net income increased by 36%. 
Chipotle opened 192 new stores in 2014 and hopes to open 
another 200 in 2015 (Fast Company).

● The company reported $3.21B in 2013 before 
implementing the no-GMO policy and $4.11B in revenue in 
2014 (MarketWatch). 

● Note: sales obviously dropped in 2016 after the E. coli crisis.

https://www.fastcompany.com/3064068/chipotle-eats-itself
https://www.fastcompany.com/3064068/chipotle-eats-itself
https://www.marketwatch.com/investing/stock/cmg/financials


PATAGONIA = SUSTAINABLE
● When Patagonia ran into financial trouble in the early ’90s, the answer 

was not to abandon its ideals, but become truer to them 
(Britton)(Financial Post).

The Bottom Line 
● Told customer to wear clothes that already own instead of buying 

them on Black Friday and sales rose 2.3% from the previous year, 
Patagonia’s direct Black Friday sales rose 42% (Financial Post).

● Raised $10M and signed up 24,000 new customers by donating Black 
Friday profits to grassroots (Fast Company).

● Increased sales about 30% during 2012 following a print ad in the NYT 
that read “Don’t buy this Jacket” unless it was absolutely needed 
because of the environmental effects of producing it (Fast Company).

● Patagonia sold $1M worth of used clothes via Worn Wear (sells used 
Patagonia products) in the first six months of its site (Fast Company).

http://www.brittonmdg.com/the-britton-blog/case-study-patagonia-sustainable-marketing-corporate-social-responsibility
https://business.financialpost.com/entrepreneur/how-patagonia-went-from-turmoil-to-wildly-successful-by-making-counter-intuitive-moves
https://business.financialpost.com/entrepreneur/how-patagonia-went-from-turmoil-to-wildly-successful-by-making-counter-intuitive-moves
https://www.fastcompany.com/40525452/how-patagonia-grows-every-time-it-amplifies-its-social-mission
https://www.fastcompany.com/40525452/how-patagonia-grows-every-time-it-amplifies-its-social-mission
https://www.fastcompany.com/40525452/how-patagonia-grows-every-time-it-amplifies-its-social-mission


RED BULL = ADRENALINE
● With “Red Bull gives you wings,” Red Bull stands for energy, adrenaline and 

action. It aligns itself with extreme sports and partying. 
● Red Bull has achieved authenticity by inventing its own new sports and events: 

○ Red Bull Air Race, an aerobatic slalom competition
○ Red Bull Big Wave Africa, surfing on 5-metre-high waves
○ Red Bull Crashed Ice, a high-speed obstacle course race on skates
○ Red Bull Stratos, a stratospheric skydive from 128,000 feet (Gregory Rogers, 

Journal of Integrated Studies).

The Bottom Line 
● In the six months immediately following Stratos, sales rose 7% to $1.6B in the 

U.S., according to research firm IRI (AdAge).
● Red Bull sold 5.2B cans worldwide following Stratos in 2012, a 13% increase 

over the year prior. In the U.S., sales jumped 17%, while markets as varied as 
South Africa, Japan, Saudi Arabia, France and Germany also saw double-digit 
sales gains (AdAge).

● The company has sold a cumulative 68B cans since Red Bull was introduced in 
1987 with a marketing strategy built on extreme events (Forbes).

http://jis.athabascau.ca/index.php/jis/article/view/133/139
http://jis.athabascau.ca/index.php/jis/article/view/133/139
http://adage.com/article/special-report-marketer-alist-2013/red-bull-stratos-space-jump-helped-sell-a-lot-product/243751/
http://adage.com/article/special-report-marketer-alist-2013/red-bull-stratos-space-jump-helped-sell-a-lot-product/243751/
https://www.forbes.com/companies/red-bull/


APPLE = INNOVATION
● “Think Different” created a culture of innovation
● Ben Maxwell, senior strategist at creative consultancy Wolff Olins, said, 

“If they had just carried on making the same computers at that point, 
[‘Think Different’] would have just been an ad campaign. It was about 
making the idea real through what you say, what you do, what you 
make. It is not just an empty claim” (The Guardian).

The Bottom Line 
● In 1997, before “Think Different,” Apple’s net sales were at -15% 

(-1,045M net profit). But immediately after “Think Different” in 1998 
net sales were at 5% (309M net profit).

● Within 12 months of “Think Different”, Apple’s stock price tripled. A 
year after the “Think Different” launch, Apple introduced their 
multi-colored iMacs, therefore the stocks had already tripled. (Rob 
Siltanen, TBWA/Chiat/Day creative director on “Think Different” project). 

● Apple’s other biggest product launches (the iPod and iPhone) wouldn’t 
be released until 2001 and 2007, long after the brand had already 
gained juggernaut status with its core culture.

https://www.theguardian.com/small-business-network/2015/jul/23/five-successful-rebrands-why-worked
https://www.forbes.com/sites/onmarketing/2011/12/14/the-real-story-behind-apples-think-different-campaign/#4bb1281162ab
https://www.forbes.com/sites/onmarketing/2011/12/14/the-real-story-behind-apples-think-different-campaign/#4bb1281162ab
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xlgv4JeXCvs


DISNEY = MAGIC
● Movie studios, television networks, theme parks, resorts, cruises 

all centered around the promise of making magic come true 
and the lifestyle of family entertainment (Fast Company).

● Around 1940 Disney started playing heavily with magic, releasing 
Dumbo,  Pinocchio, Fantasia and Snow White—its first five films. 

● At the time, amusement parks were dirty and unsafe. Disney 
became the world’s most popular amusement park collection by 
showing that the amusement park experience could be magical 
too with extravagant scenery, rides that tell stories, trash cans 
every 30 feet and movie characters everywhere you look.

The Bottom Line 
● Walt Disney—now worth $164B—is one of the most powerful 

companies, in one of the most powerful sectors of any 
economy: entertainment (Investopedia).

● Last year Disney's  11 parks around the world provided nearly a 
third of its $45B revenue and 20.7% of its $10.7B operating profit 
(Forbes).

WEAKER EXAMPLE

https://www.fastcompany.com/1843027/building-truly-transcendent-brand
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/financial-theory/11/walt-disney-entertainment-to-empire.asp
https://www.forbes.com/sites/csylt/2014/07/14/the-secrets-behind-disneys-2-2-billion-theme-park-profits/#78b75c83584f


Unified Superfans



NIKE+ RUNNING CLUB
● Nike+ allows runners to set goals as well as track, measure, 

compare and share their runs with runners from across the 
globe in an online forum. 

● All the benefits of joining a running club without the social 
commitment.

The Bottom Line 
● Following the release of Nike+ in 2006, Nike’s share of the 

running shoe market went from 47% in 2006 to 57% in 2007 
and 61% by 2009. In its first year, 500,000+ runners from 160+ 
countries had signed on. By Aug. 2009, over 1.3M runners had 
uploaded more than 150M miles on Nike+ (PRTM).

● Nike shoes aren’t even required to sign up for Nike+ because all 
you actually need is the GPS tracker. 

● By 2014, 28M people were Nike+ members (Forbes).

https://www.slideshare.net/EnterpriseCoCreation/nike-8829199
https://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2014/05/23/heres-how-valuable-the-wearables-business-is-to-nike/#4429eb691d4a


MOUNTAIN DEW DEWMOCRACY COMMUNITY
● Mountain Dew ran a gamified crowdsourcing promotion called 

Dewmocracy to find a new flavor. They started out by sending seven 
flavors of soda to 50 Dew fanatics. Then the flavors were narrowed to three 
and left to an online forum of 4,000 to decide. The winning flavor was sold in 
stores (Ad Age).

● Has been success repeated 8 times in various countries (DewMocracy)

The Bottom Line 
● Voltage—the 2008 winner—is now Mountain Dews second most preferred 

flavor according to a Ranker survey of 13,8000.
● In 2008, the Dewmocracy brands accounted for 25M cases—or a couple 

hundred million dollars, according to John Sicher, editor and publisher 
of Beverage Digest (Ad Age).

● In North America, CSD volume declined 4%, offset in part by a slight increase 
in trademark Mountain Dew. In 2007, Mountain Dew volume was flat 
(PepsiCo 2008 Annual Report).

● Mountain Dew's sales at retail were down just 1.6% in 2008 against the soft 
drink  category that was down 4.7%. Diet Mountain Dew was up 3.7% and 
both brands gained 0.2 market share after Dewmocracy (Media Post).

http://adage.com/article/digitalnext/social-media-unite-lonely-consumers-build-brand-loyalty/146578/
http://mountaindew.wikia.com/wiki/DEWmocracy
https://www.ranker.com/list/the-best-mountain-dew-flavors/ranker-food
http://adage.com/article/agency-news/pepsi-dewmocracy-push-threatens-crowd-shops/140120/
https://www.pepsico.com/docs/album/annual-reports/2008-Annual-English.pdf
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/102488/cross-media-case-studyplugged-in-to-the-electorat.html


DELL IDEASTORM CROWDSOURCING
● On Dell’s IdeaStorm platform, consumers can post their 

ideas for Dell products, potential improvements and 
feedback on new products. Dell responds to the ideas 
that generate the most interest from the community.

● 500 ideas have actually been implemented like backlit 
keyboards and Linux operating systems (Forbes).

● IdeaStorm inspired the My Starbucks Idea platform.

The Bottom Line 
● Revenue from IdeaStorm Ideas—such as Linux OS and 

Backlit Keyboards—were $100’s of millions.
● Revenue from IdeaStorm members is ~50% higher than 

non-members and purchase frequency is 33% higher 
(ECN Case Study).

● Over 50% of IdeaStorm members were in the top decile of 
LTV scores.

● The average value of an idea was $10,000 (ECN Case Study).

https://www.forbes.com/sites/shelisrael/2012/03/27/dell-modernizes-ideastorm/
http://enterprise-communication-hub.com/manifesting-social-business/
http://enterprise-communication-hub.com/manifesting-social-business/


MY STARBUCKS IDEA CROWDSOURCING
● The My Starbucks Idea website solicits consumer ideas and 

suggestions, and lets the community discuss them, vote on their 
favorites, and see the ideas put into action.

● In its first year it generated over 70,000 ideas. Now, close to seven years 
later, the site has over 190,000 ideas submitted, approximately 300 of 
which have been implemented by Starbucks (U of Waterloo).

● More than 93,000 ideas were shared by about 1.3M users on social 
media, and page views per month rose to 5.5M (Business Today).

The Bottom Line 
● Helped pull Starbucks out of the recession. 
● My Starbucks Idea and its  Twitter and Facebook accounts launched in 

March, July and November 2008 when stock prices and sales were 
declining (Braineet). Starbucks’s net income was 675.75M in December 
2007, and 171.70M in March 2009. Net income was up to 248.2M in June 
2009 after they started engaging with core customers directly (YCharts).

● Uniting and engaging with core consumers probably lessened the 
effects of the Great Recession and helped reverse the effects quicker, 
but it's hard to assume causation.

My Starbucks Idea

Twitter Account

Facebook Account

The Great Recession

First Idea Implemented

WEAKER EXAMPLE

http://smbp.uwaterloo.ca/2015/02/my-starbucks-idea-the-starbucks-crowdsourcing-success-story/
https://www.businesstoday.in/magazine/lbs-case-study/how-starbucks-survived-the-financial-meltdown-of-2008/story/210059.html
https://innovations.braineet.com/en/collaborative-innovation/open-innovation-starbucks/
https://ycharts.com/companies/SBUX/net_income_ttm
http://smbp.uwaterloo.ca/2015/02/my-starbucks-idea-the-starbucks-crowdsourcing-success-story/

